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Article abstract
Intellectual trends as diverse as methodological individualism,
ethnomethodology, and thé interdisciplinarity between anthropology, history
and sociology have opened sociologists up to fundamental theoretical and
methodological questions, by putting the emphasis on the link between the
ontology of social phenomena and the constructions elaborated. The solutions
depend on the implementation of a method which seeks both to satisfy the
logical criteria of possibility, necessity and reality of social phenomena and to
construct the four moments of the concept (singular, particular, general,
universal). This is the thesis that the author sets out to defend, by
demonstrating the different and specific capacities of these trends in fulfilling
these requirements. While on the one hand, methodological individualism
theorizes as ontology of social phenomena the classical empirical basis of
sociology, ethnomethodology, on the other hand, attempts to demonstrate the
possibility of a social reality defined as an order based on the formal structure
of the activity in question. Anthropology and history are divided between
descriptive and explicative orientations, that is, between the "particular"
moment of the concept and the "general" moment, which spring respectively
from the criteria of reality and of necessity inherent in the phenomenon
studied. Logical criteria and the "moments" of the concept make it possible, in
this way, to understand which ontology underlies the empirical construction
elaborated.
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